TALES CALCULATED TO DRIVE YOU MAD

THAT THING! THAT SLITHERING BLOB COMING TOWARD US!

WHAT IS IT?

IT'S MELVIN!
Greetings, you MAD readers! You’re now holding in your MAD hands the very first MAD issue of MAD!

For us, the editors, this is a great occasion... for in the next few moments, you will be one of the many who are deciding the fate of MAD all over the country.

Many months ago, we had a meeting in the New York offices of Entertaining Comics. We decided we wanted to add another mag to our line... so we met behind locked doors to figure out what our new book would be. Well, we looked through our mail for a lead... we thumbed through our idea files... we paced the floor, beat our heads against the wall, and bit off all our fingernails! Should we do another war mag? No! Plenty of them on the stands already! Another science-fiction book? Nah! Market is filled to capacity! A horror book? Nyeh! Far too many of them around! Romance? Adventure? Western? Nope... nope... nope! We were tired of the war, ragged from the science-fiction, weary of the horror. Then it hit us! Why not do a complete about-face? A change of pace! A comic book! Not a serious comic book... but a COMIC comic book! Not a floppy rabbit, giggly girl, anarchist teenage type comic book... but a comic mag based on the short story type of wild adventure that you seem to like so well. THAT WAS IT! Immediately we leaped to our typewriters, our drawing boards, and our India ink... we worked like a crew of inspired demons! In no time at all, MAD was born.

You are now holding our dream child in your hands. We had a swell time creating MAD... and we hope that MAD will have a long successful life. But you, the reader, will decide that!

All right! We’ve said our piece. Now read! Enjoy yourself! When you’re through with MAD, we’d like to know what you think of it. Any suggestions or criticisms you have to make will be greatly appreciated. Subscriptions to MAD, as to any other E.C. mag, will set you back 75c for six issues... full year’s output! The address for letters or subscriptions is:

The Editors
MAD
Room 706, Dept. 1
225 Lafayette Street
N. Y. C. 12, N. Y.
TERROR DEPT. PLEASE! WE WARN YOU! DO NOT READ THIS STORY! THROW THIS COMIC BOOK AWAY BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE!... VERY WELL, RASH FOOL! READ ON! BUT REMEMBER! WE WarnED YOU! THERE ARE MANY Things NOT MeANT FOR THE EYES OF MAN! OOOHHEEEHEEEHEEEHEEE... 

**HOOHAH!**

**NIGHT!** BLACK, WET, POURING NIGHT, WITH THE MUFFLED MONOTONOUS SIZZLE OF FAT RAINDROPS HITTING THE GROUND! LIGHTNING AND BOWLING-BALL THUNDER! 

**NIGHT... ROARING VELVETY NIGHT, PUNCTUATED BY BLUE-WHITE FLICKERING OF FAT RAINDROPS HITTING THE GROUND! LIGHTNING AND BOWLING-BALL THUNDER!** 

**NIGHT... WHEN MEN SLEEP AND EVIL WAKES!... A BLACK SEDAN CAREENS THROUGH THE NIGHT, SWERVING MADLY ON THE WET ROAD!**
GALUSHA! STOP SWERVING MADLY
ON THE WET ROAD AND DRIVE
WITH TWO HANDS! MUST YOU
HUG ME ALL THE TIME?
I DON'T WANT
HUGGIN', DAPHNE!
I JUST WANT
PROTECTION!

GALUSHA!
WHAT'S THE
MATTER
WITH THE
CAR?

GALUSHA!
UH-OH! LOOK
AT THE GAS
METER! IT LOOKS
LIKE WE'RE OUT
OF GAS!

KAPOKA
KAPOKA!
KAFONK
FZZT

UP TO YOUR TRICKS AGAIN,
EN, GALUSHA? WELL I'LL JUST
GET OUT AND WALK!
HONEST, DAPHNE!
NO GAS!

OUT OF GAS IN A RAINSTORM
ON A DESERTED ROAD! NOW
CONVENIENT, GALUSHA?
PLEASE, DAPH! HONEST!

MEN RESORT TO
ANYTHING? WELL,
I'M NOT AFRAID!
I'LL JUST WALK
HOME...

CRAK CRAK
KBLow!

...A LITTLE
LATER, MAYBE!
LISTEN, DAPHNE! WE NEED HELP!
I'VE GOT TO GET A BUCKET, SO'S
I CAN GO TO A GAS STATION AND
BRING SOME GASOLINE BACK!

SUPPOSE'N I GO TO
THAT HOUSE UP ON THE
HILL THERE AND SEE IF
I CAN BORROW A
BUCKET, JUST
SUPPOSE'N!

THAT HOUSE... ON TOP
OF THAT HILL! OH
N-NO, NO, GALOSHA...
I MEAN GALUSHA!
NOT THAT HOUSE!
AH, COME ON, DAH! ALL I WANT IS A BUCKET!

GALUSA! THAT'S THE BOGG HOUSE! THEY TELL MANY STORIES OF THE BOGG HOUSE IN THE VILLAGE!

STORIES OF TWO BROTHERS, GOG AND MAGOG BOGG WHO LIVED THERE ALONE. THEY HARDLY EVER LEFT THE MANSION. ONE DAY, GOG BOGG WAS FOUND UNDER A LOG, WITHOUT HIS HEAD!

MAGOG WAS SUSPECTED AS THE MURDERER, WENT STARK RAVING INSANE! THEY SAY GOG'S HEAD IS STILL IN THE BOGG HOUSE... AND THEY SAY THAT GOG COMES LOOKING FOR IT EVERY NIGHT!

BUT... WE DO NEED THAT GASOLINE BUCKET, EH, GALUSA! I'LL KNOCK AND SEE IF ANYONE IS AT HOME!

KLONK

KLONK

KAWONK

WONK

WONK

KLONK

KLONK

KLONK

KLONK

KLONK

KLONK

WELL... THE DOOR IS OPEN, GALUSA! LET'S GO INSIDE!
...doesn't seem like anyone is here!

HELLO!

ANYBODY HOME?

HELLO! HELLO! HELLO!

HOME? HOME? HOME?

SQUEAK
SQUEAK
SQUEAK
SQUEAK

LISTEN! A SQUEEKING NOISE! COMING FROM THAT ROOM!

SQUEEK SQUEAK
ALL RIGHT! WHOEVER IS IN THAT ROOM! COME ON OUT! WE HEAR YOU!

THE ROOM IS EMPTY! JUST A ROCKING CHAIR! THE ONLY EXIT OUT OF HERE IS THIS DOOR AND THAT TINY VENTILATOR, AND NOTHING HUMAN COULD FIT THROUGH THERE!

BUT SOMEONE... SOMETHING... WAS ROCKING THAT CHAIR! THE STORIES IN THE VILLAGE SAY HOW WHEN MAGOG BOGG WENT MAD, HE'D JUST SIT IN THE ROCKING CHAIR... AND ROCK AND ROCK!

THAT'S THE WAY HE DIED, THEY SAY! JUST ROCKING IN A SQUEEZY ROCKING CHAIR! AND THEM IN THE VILLAGE TELL HOW YOU CAN STILL HEAR THAT CHAIR IN THE NIGHT... ROCKING... EVER ROCKING... SQUEEK, SQUEAK, SQUEAK, SQUEAK!

AND THEM IN THE VILLAGE TELL HOW ON STORMY NIGHTS, YOU CAN HEAR THE BROTHERS, MAGOG CHASING GOG, SCREAMING THROUGH THE HOUSE... WITH AN AXE RUNNING THROUGH THE HOUSE, CLUMPITY CLUMPITY, CLUMP...

EEE... HA...

CLUMPITY CLUMP CLUMP

SCREAMING... RUNNING DOWN THE STEPS... CLUMPITY CLUMP... COMING THROUGH THAT DOOR...

EEE... HEE HEE CUMPITY CLUMP
Clumpity Clump

They've stopped! I know they're behind that door but they've stopped! Get up off the floor, Galusha, and protect me!

I'm all right now, Daphne! The excitement of the moment got me, but I'm all right now!

Suddenly I feel a deadly calm settling over me. Suddenly I know that now my nerves are steel.

...Now I can take anything...

Excuse me!

YMM!

Tap tap

Listen, caretaker! You better take better care of this house! It's full of ghosts!

I'm sorry I frightened you! I'm Melvin, the caretaker here!

Caretaker! A haunted house with a caretaker?

We heard them! Behind that door! Open it up! You'll see for yourself!

Ghosts? A big boy like you believes in ghosts? Rubbish! There are no ghosts!
I'VE NEVER HEARD ANYTHING SO ABSURD IN MY LIFE! TSK TSK! VERY WELL, I'LL OPEN THE DOOR!

SQUEEEEEEE

RUBBISH! THIS IS NO GHOST! THERE ARE NO GHOSTS! WILL YOU TAKE HOLD OF THAT ROBE, YOUNG LADY, AND YANK IT AWAY?

THAT'S THE TICKET! THERE! THERE IS YOUR GHOST!

...TWO LITTLE CHILDREN!

THIS HAUNTED HOUSE IS OUR CLUB HOUSE! OUR CLUB IS THE SILVER AVENGERS AND YOU CAN'T JOIN!

YEAH! GET OUTTA OUR CLUB HOUSE OR WE'LL HAUNT YOU AND KILL YOU!
COME, SILVER AVENGERS, WE GO FOR NOW... OR MOM WILL WHALE THE Heck OUT OF US! REMEMBER! GET OUT OF THIS CLUB HOUSE BY DAWN OR WE'LL COME BACK AND BLAST YOU!

CHILDREN! OH, MY! HOW RIDICULOUS WE HAVE ACTED. GALUSHA!

AWW! I KNEW IT ALL THE TIME! IT'S THIS DRIVING THROUGH THE RAIN! DRIVING! DRIVING! SETS A MAN ON EDGE... WOT?

IT'S LIKE I SAID, YOUNG FELLER! THERE ARE NO GHOSTS! NOW I'VE GOT A CAN OF GASOLINE! YOU MAY HAVE IT!

OH, GALUSHA! IT'S STOPPED RAINING! IT WAS NICE OF THE LITTLE OLD MAN TO GIVE US THE GASOLINE!

YEP! HE'S WAVING TO US FROM THE DOORWAY. WAVE BACK... WHAT AN EVENING THIS HAS BEEN!

IMAGINE! WE WERE SO WORRIED... AND THAT NICE LITTLE OLD MAN STAYS IN THAT BIG HOUSE ALL BY HIMSELF AND NEVER WORRIES ONE BIT!

I GUESS THERE REALLY AREN'T ANY GHOSTS! HOW SILLY WE WERE! IMAGINE! THINKING THERE WERE GHOSTS WITH HEADS CHOPPED OFF!

HEH, HEH! THERE THEY GO! SWERVING MADLY DOWN THE ROAD!

GOOD-BYE, YOUNGSTERS! GOOD-BYE... AND REMEMBER...

...REMEMBER... THERE AREN'T ANY GHOSTS! HEH! HEH!

...AREN'T ANY GHOSTS AT ALL!

HA HA HA HA HA
SCIENCE-FICTION DEPT! Go forward! Go forward into space, forward into time! Go forward... 1952! 1962! 1982! Go! Go to 1,000,000 A.D! That's far enough! Back up a little! Look! The Earth! A mass of steely cities and men! Men? No! Not really men! More like...

**BLOBS!**

**SPEED! MORE SPEED! I'VE GOT TO SEE MELVIN.**

**MELVIN, MY FRIEND! HE IS ONE OF THE FEW ACTIVE MINDS AROUND TODAY! I'VE GOT TO TELL HIM MY HORRIBLE THOUGHT!**

**MELVIN, MY BUDDY! ONE OF THE RARE BRAINS THAT STILL THINKS! I'VE GOT TO TELL HIM OF THE CALAMITY THAT MIGHT OVERTAKE US!**

**MELVIN, MY PAL! HE WILL UNDERSTAND WHAT I AM THINKING! HE WILL SYMPATHIZE WITH ME! AHHH... THERE'S MELVIN'S SKYSCRAPER NOW!**
MELVIN! MELVIN! AM I GLAD YOU'RE HOME! WHILE I WAS ON THE MOON-EARTH SHUTTLE, A HORRIBLE THOUGHT STRUCK ME!

LISTEN TO ME, MELVIN! THIS IS IMPORTANT! GET RID OF THAT DISPOSABLE, PREFABRICATED ROBOT WOMAN! I'LL BUY YOU ANOTHER ONE LATER! LISTEN TO ME!

JUMPING PLUTONIUM!

GALLOPING GALAXIES!

IT'S YOU, ALFRED!

CAN'T IT WAIT, ALFRED?

MELVIN! YOU'RE GETTING LIKE ALL THE REST! LIKE A KID WITH A TOY! ALL PLEASURE! NO GOOD HARD THINKING!

FOLLOW ME, MELVIN! TO THE THOUGHT-VIEWER! I HAVE A VERY ALARMING IDEA I WANT TO TELL YOU ABOUT!

IT'S THE END OF HUMANITY!

AWWW... MOLECULES!

SUFFERING SOLAR SYSTEMS, WHAT IS IT?

THAT'S WHAT IT IS!... AH! THE THOUGHT VIEWER!

LET ME JUST PLUG IN MY THOUGHT TRANSMITTER CABLE... THERE! WELL GIVE THE SCREEN A MOMENT TO WARM UP!... I'M SCARED, MELVIN! I TELL YOU, I'M SCARED!

IT'S THIS MACHINERY! ALL THIS MACHINERY! EVERYWHERE... EVERYTHING IS MACHINERY! IT'S WRONG! AND I'LL TELL YOU WHY! MILLIONS OF YEARS AGO, LIFE WAS COMPARETIVELY SIMPLE! TAKE THE CAVE-MAN, FOR INSTANCE!

CLICK!

WHAT, IN THE NAME OF ELECTRONS, IS BOTHERING YOU, ALFRED?

WOO OF MRMM.
FROM WHAT I READ IN OUR HISTORY BOOKS, THE FIRST PRIMITIVE CAVE MAN WAS MUCH LIKE A WALKING APE!

His life was very uncomplicated! He never rode anywhere, as we do today! He had to walk... poor creature... on his feet!

I can't understand why, but the wretched thing never had vitamin pills, or... or dehydrated meals! Just raw fruits, berries, and sometimes, meat!

His social life was equally simple! As I understand it, if he saw a female he might desire for a mate, there was no taking her out to a movie or something!

He simply would bash the female on the head with his fist, or some convenient blunt instrument, and that would be that! There wouldn't be anything else to it!

He would then drag the female off to his cave, and there she would remain as his wife... simple! Effective! American!... But even then, the sickness was setting in!

That blunt instrument... that tool!... That was man's mistake! For that tool was the first in a history of tools that man would fashion to do his work for him!

Leapin' rockets!
So what are you trying to prove, Alfred?

Patience, Melvin! Now let us jump forward...

Forward to the ancient year of 1952! History books tell us of the typical civilized housewife!

By then, machines were just beginning to surround humanity! Push button electric lights! Electric time clocks! Vacuum cleaners! Air-conditioning!

And in the kitchen, machines mushroomed like fungus growths! Automatic mixing machines! Juicing machines! Washing machines! Toasting, baking, frying machines! Drying machines! Don't you see what was happening, Melvin?

Out in the street, men were beginning to ride and not walk! Automobiles, they called 'em! They had so many automobiles, they had no place to park them! Friends would drive over to other friends' houses in automobiles...

They would go to friends' houses, and instead of talking to the friends, they would look at television machines for a few hours, and then they would ride home! Now does that make sense, Melvin?

When they got home, they would regulate the temperature of the house with a thermostat, then maybe go to bed covered by an electric blanket, and fall asleep listening to a radio clock that shut itself off and on. See it, Melvin?
Don't you see what was happening?

Frizzeling Photons!

That's the way it was in the crude days of 1952! By 2000 A.D., working man's office was a mass of buttons and switches!

By 20,000 A.D., it was no longer necessary for a man to leave his seat once he sat down to work!

And by 100,000 A.D., women were permanently fixed in a combination machine that was kitchen, living room, bed room, bath, entertainment, etc., etc., etc. Finally, we come to today!

1,000,000 A.D. Everything...everything is taken care of by machines! We rest on a cushioned, motor-powered couch, while machines take care of our every need. We never have to move to satisfy any desire!

We have machines to feed us, machines to clothe us, machines to amuse us, machines to comfort us! Machines to carry us! Machines to marry us! We have machines to take care of any possible problem!

And look at us! Through years of disuse, our muscles have shrunk, our bodies have withered. We're just a bundle of nerves! We are blobs, I tell you! Blobs of flesh!

Jumping planetoids! Take it easy, Alfred! Your right pinky is quivering! You really are excited!
AND THE HEART OF OUR WHOLE CIVILIZATION IS THAT MASTER MONSTER MACHINE THAT HOLDS THE COMPLEX MECHANISM THAT CONTROLS OUR WHOLE EXISTENCE! THE MACHINE WITHOUT WHICH WE WOULD BE LOST! DO YOU KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS?

WE HAVE EVEN DEVELOPED A MACHINE TO TAKE CARE OF THE MACHINE... TO FEED IT, TO REPAIR IT!

AND WITHOUT THE MACHINE, WE ARE COMPLETELY HELPLESS! SEE OVER THERE! HE ONLY HAS TO THINK OF AN ICE CREAM SODA! THE MACHINE GIVE IT TO HIM!

LOOK! LOOK OVER THERE! THAT FELLOW WANTS HIS BACK SCRATCHED! HE SENDS A THOUGHT COMMAND INTO THE MACHINE... IT SCRATCHES HIS BACK!

OVER THERE! THAT ONE WANTS ONE OF THOSE DISPOSABLE PREFABRICATED ROBOT WOMEN... ANCIENT 1952 HOLLYWOOD STYLE! HE PUTS A COIN INTO THE MACHINE AND GETS A ROBOT WOMAN! HAVE YOU NOTICED HOW LESS AND LESS MEN ARE GETTING MARRIED, AND MORE AND MORE OF THESE ROBOT WOMAN ARE BEING SOLD?

OUR CIVILIZATION IS GOING TO POT! WE LIE AROUND FROM DAY TO DAY SEEKING PLEASURE! DOING NOTHING! GETTING MORE AND MORE HELPLESS WITH EACH PASSING MOMENT!

SO... ALFRED! WHAT ARE YOU TRYING TO PROVE?

PROVE? PROVE? MELVIN! WHAT... WHAT IF THE MACHINE THAT REPAIRS THE MACHINE... BREAKS?
Breaks? Don't be absurd, Alfred! It can never break!

Queek

Pokkita Queek

Pokkita Queek

Queek

Leaping Uranium... Eeeefooop Snoork! Fizzit...

Kobong! Kabang! Kaphud!

Bboom

Yes, dear reader! The machine did break!
Captain Malfeasance O'Malley of the Bureau of Missing Persons was trying to console the unhappy and heart-broken couple who were sobbing holes through the hand-rolled, monogrammed Kleenex tissues he had received for Christmas! Poor Mr. and Mrs. Omar Kayak were weeping over the loss of their only son, little Lemur Kayak.

O'Malley grabbed the rest of the Kleenex out of their tear-soaked hands and shoved it into a desk drawer, "This department has left no stone unturned in searching for your son. In fact, the mayor has ordered us to put the sidewalks back as they were!! But be of stout heart, for I have called the eminent Professor Cosmo McMoon—of Embraceable U.—in on this baffling case!"

"The professor is accomplished in many fields. He's the man who put chlorophyll in Sen-Sen! He's explored the wildernesses of the human mind with gun and camera! He's been in so many minds, he's practically out of his own!! Have you read his latest tome, 'The Rest of Your Mind May Not Work . . . But Your Medulla Oblong Gotta'? He is also the force behind the proposed 'Impeach Ben Franklin' movement. Unfortunately, Franklin was never president. He is the author of our new financial recovery program. He plans to send all Americans to Europe to live off Uncle Sam. A marvelous plan . . . it would reduce taxes tremendously!"

The door flew open! A distinguished man with a turban, beard, clad in a midnight-blue dinner jacket, yellow Tunisian trousers, and open-toed, hob-nailed boots, stomped in!

"I received your urgent message on my nie-clasp radio, O'Malley, just as I was presenting my latest bill to the Senate page-boys! A bill to empty the Pacific into the Atlantic by means of a coast-to-coast bucket brigade. No more would our glorious West be threatened with
floods! But what of the missing cherub?" Mrs. Kayak began the strange tale amid sohs and wails.

"Our dear little Lemur was a healthy, alert and normal boy until the day I brought home that box of table salt from the grocer's."

"What’s so unusual about a box of salt?", asked Cosmo.

"Nothing! It was a famous brand. You've seen it! It comes in a round red box with a yellow top and a little tin spout for pouring."

"Yes, go on please!"

"Well, on the box, in a diamond shaped frame, is a picture of a Shaker lady with a brown bonnet on her head. The lady is smiling and in her hand she's holding another box of salt and on it is a picture of another Shaker lady holding another box of salt on which there is a picture of—"

"I know... a Shaker lady with a box of salt!!! They keep diminishing. Go on, please!"

"Well, our dear little Lemur just sat for hours on end and stared at one Shaker lady on the next. He seemed fascinated! And then one day... (sob)... he... (sob)... disappeared! And just when I was about to change to a brand of salt with just one little girl with an umbrella on the package! That's life! When it rains... it pours!"

Cosmo McMoon stroked his beard thoughtfully. Captain O'Malley dried some wilted Kleenex by the heat of his desk lamp. The poor Kayaks just sobbed. Then the magnificent mind of McMoon came up with the solution!

"My dear friends! Your little boy has gone off into another dimension—and I am sure he's very happy there. Yes, he has gone into INFINITY... with the Shaker lady! The infinite is the unattainable limit of an unending process of construction. The extended objects of our ordinary perception do not occupy all the span of our field of vision. Objects last for a longer or shorter period, before which they were not experienced and after which they are no longer experienced. Lemur has gone into infinity... right down to the last salt box in the hands of the last unseen Shaker lady!"

Now Mr. and Mrs. Omar Kayak were very happy. They hurried right home to talk to their little box of salt!
CROW VADIS?

Tiberius O'Leary—
Roman Counterspy!
Rome 106 B.C.

Senator Gaius Tobey assigned his best secret operative, Tiberius O'Leary, to crack down on gamblers who were fixing the spear-point spreads in the gladiator matches. The Romans had been shocked by the recent bribing of schoolboy athletes in the Colosseum!

Tiberius, working incognito, put on a zoof-toga and headed for a little poolroom just off the main drag, the Appian Way!

Inside the emporium, Marcus Sumatra, a dixieland lyre-player, crooned a tender refrain, "The Cry of the Wild Helvetian"! Tiberius quickly joined in a game of Roman Parchisi.

Amid cries of "You're faded, Brutus," "VII come XI," and "Baby needs a new pair of sandals," Tiberius raked in the chips! Suddenly, one of the heavy losers rapped Tiberius with a roll of denarii clenched in a closed fist. When Tiberius came to, the joint was raided by Chief Lucius Patton and the Forum Police, who put the brachchia on one and all!

Tiberius was thrown into solus confinement for 24 years and 8 months, despairing of ever fulfilling his secret mission. At this time, all men in Rome, between the ages of 18 and 25, received:

"Greetings from the Emperor! You are hereby ordered to report to local draft board MCXXV for a pre-induction physical!"

The Romans put Tiberius on their shoulders and marched with him to the Grand Central Forum. They sang rousing choruses of "When Graccus Comes Marching Home Again," "The Chariot-Wheel of Fortune," "Bell Bottom Togas," "This is the Petites, Mr. Tiberius," and "I'm a Roman Doodle Dandy"!

At the draft board, Tiberius was immediately classified 1-A and sent to Fort Dixiebus for basic training.

At the fort, he was given a glass of milk; some gefuelte fish, and then an R.I. (Roman Issue) haircut. Now he was ready to relieve a Vestal Virgin for active duty!

He entered the Chemical Corps at the out-break of the Second Punic War. He was assigned to a place called Oak Ridge to carry on his explosive experiments.

Then the Romans invaded the White Cliffs of Dover! They discovered that the white cliffs were made of chalk, so they brought home a galley-full! The Roman Board of Education was elated! Roman students could write on their slates at last!

But the triumph of progress was short-lived! The kids were ruining their togas with chalk-dust. Tailors and cleaners were living off the fad of the land!!

Tiberius retired to his lab, and after 32 years of research, came out with an implement to clean slates. It was called... "Eradico Scribendi"!

But, as he emerged from his sanctuary with his wonderful discovery, Rome fell!!

And that's how ERASERS were born!
FOIST, WE CALLED DE MAYOR AN' TOLD HIM DAT HE GOTA FORK OVER TEN GRAND OR WE'LL BUMP OFF HIS FAMILY! DEN, WE TOLD HIM HOW HE SHOULD LEAVE DE MONEY IN A BROWN PAPER PACKAGE ON TOID AN' MAIN STREET. DEN I'M GONNA WALK OVA WIT DIS FAKE STOMACH TIED ON ME!

DEN, I'M GONNA PUT ON DIS COAT WIT' FAKE HANDS HANGIN' BY MY SIDES! DEN, I'M GONNA BE ABLE TO USE MY REGULA' HANDS! DEN, I'LL BE ABLE TO STICK MY REGULA' HANDS TRU DIS HERE TRAP-DOOR IN DIS HERE PHONY STOMACH! DEN WE GOES TO TOID AN' MAIN STREET!

SHOULDER HOLSTER DRAW!

POCKET DRAW!

DEN, I WALKS OVA TO DIS BROWN PAPER PACKAGE WHICH IS LAYIN' LIKE DAT SAMPLE PAPER PACKAGE IS LAYIN'! DEN, WHILE MY FAKE HANDS HANG BY MY SIDES, I REACHES OUT WIT' MY REGULA' HANDS!

UNDER-HAT DRAW!

PANTS CUFF DRAW!

DEN, I PULL DE REAL BROWN PACKAGE INTO MY STOMACH AND IN PLACE OF IT, I PUT A FAKE BROWN PACKAGE! DEN, IT LOOKS LIKE I NEVVA TOOK NO PACKAGE! DEN, IF DE COPS ARE WATCHIN', DEY DON'T KNOW NUTTIN'S HAPPENED!

DEN DEY WATCH AN' DEY WATCH... AN DEN DEY GET TIRED AN' TAKE HOME DE FAKE PACKAGE... WHICH DEY TINK IS DE REAL PACKAGE! DEN WHEN DEY OPEN IT, INSTEAD OF DEIR MONEY, DEY FIND A STINK BOMB!

A STINK BOMB!

WHAT A GAG!

SHADDAP! THE TIME HAS COME! SYN-CHRONISE YOUR WATCHES! 1...
3... 2... 1... HACK! LET'S GO!

HAHAHAHOO
REMEMBER, BUMBLE, YOU DUMBLE! NO FUMBLING THIS JOB! NOW WE DON'T WANT TO ATTRACT ATTENTION! THAT'S IT! WALK NORMAL! NOW NOBODY NOTICES US SINCE WE LOOK LIKE NORMAL HUMAN BEINGS!

Yeah, Boss!

WE'RE COMING CLOSE! FLATTEN AGAINST THE WALL! THAT'S IT! IF WE'RE FLATTENED UP LIKE THIS... PEOPLE DON'T NOTICE US! THEY THINK WE'RE JUST AN ORDINARY FLAT WALL!... HAH! LOOK! THERE IT IS! THE PACKAGE!

Yeah, Boss!

SHUDDAP!

LA-LEE LOO! HOW MANY TIMES I TOLD YOU NOT TO MENTION MY HI NAME! LA... LOO!

LA-LA... LOO... LA-LA... LA-LA... LOO... LA-LA... LOO... LA-LA... LOO... TAKE IT EASY!... WALK O'VER TO THE PA-A-AACKAGE!

YEAH, BOSS!

Lee... Li... Lo! Don't Fumble! Do-O-O-N'T FUM-BLE! GET THE PACKAGE! LA-LEE... Li... Lo! Lo!

Li... Lee... Lo! Clum-sy I-DIOT! NOW TAKE IT E-EASY! NICE AND SLOW! LA-LEE... LOO! TAKE IT EA...

Fweee!
COPS! THEY'VE SPOTTED US! QUICK! INTO THE GETAWAY CAR! YA AIN'T GONNA GET ME, COPPERS! NOT ME! YAHAAHAAA!

POW! FTTTTTT!

YEAH, BOSS!

THE FLATFEET ARE FIRIN' ON US! STEP ON IT, BUMBLE, AND DON'T FUMBLE! COPPERS AIN'T GONNA GET ME! NOT ME! YAHAAHAHA!

BURP! BURP!

YEAH, BOSS!

THEY'VE SHOT THE ROOF OFF! BUT THEY AIN'T GONNA GET ME!

YEAH, BOSS!

BRRAMMMMM

THEY'VE SHOT THE SIDE OFF! BUT THEY AIN'T GONNA GET ME!

YEAH, BOSS!

THEY'VE SHOT THE OTHER SIDE OFF! BUT THEY AIN'T GONNA GET ME!

YEAH, BOSS!

THEY'VE SHOT THE WHEELS OFF!

I THINK MAYBE DEY GONNA GET ME!

YEAH, BOSS!

'YEAH, BOSS,' "'YEAH, BOSS,' YOU'RE DRIVING ME CRAZY WITH THAT 'YEAH BOSS!'"

SHUDDAP!

QUICK! INTO THE GETAWAY BOAT!

SMACK SMACK WAA!

BRRAMM!
Our operation is going smooth, Bumble! Now, no fumbling and head for the hide-out!

Yeah, boss!

Zing!

Blam!

They've got the Coast Guard after us! Yahahahaahahaa! You Coast Guards'll never take me alive!

Yeah, boss!

Zow!

Crash!

Dis is a good idea, boss... breathing through our gun barrels!

Shuddap!

Well, they've lost us! Now there's just you and me and the ten grand! Right, Bumble? There! Let me carry it for a while!

Slap! Slap! Slap!

We gonna split it up, boss?

Now, boss?

Huh? Huh?

Now?

Yeah, Bumble! You finally pulled off the big job without a fumble! I'm indebted to you! I'm gonna pay you off!

Yeah, boss!

Sniff! G-good-bye, Bumble! This hurts you more than it does me... but that 'Yeah, boss' routine! It's driving me outta my mind! 'Yeah, boss,' 'Yeah, boss!' 'Yeah, boss!'

Y... y... yeah... b... boss...

And now the money is mine! All mine! Away! To the hide-out!

Rat-tat-tat-tat-tat!
(PUFF!) I'M GETTING WEAK! (PUFF!) TIRED! (PUFF!) CAN HARDLY LIFT MY ARMS! (PUFF!) MOTHER! (PUFF!) WHERE ARE YOU! (PUFF!)

THERE! IN THE DISTANCE! NO!...IT CAN'T BE!

THE HIDE-OUT! I, MELVIN, HAVE MADE IT TO THE HIDE-OUT! I'VE CHEATED THEM AGAIN! I GAMBOLED AND WON... YOU HEAR... WON! YAHAAHAA!

NOW... HIHIHIHI... I CLIMB UP THE PALM TREE... HIHIHIHI... WITH MY MONEY... HIHIHIHI!

I CLIMB UP... HIHIHIHI... TO THE HIDE-OUT SHACK... HIHIHIHI... WITH THE SECRET COMBINATION... OPEN DOOR... HIHIHIHI... GET INSIDE WITH MY MONEY!

LOCK DOOR BEHIND... HEH HEH HEH... OPEN PACKAGE... HEH HEH MONEY... HEH HEH PRETTY MONEY...

PHUD!

A FOUL STENCH OF A CELLULOID STINK BOMB RISES INTO THE CLEAR OCEAN AIR! FOR, YOU SEE... BUMBLE... FUMBLED!
WESTERN DEPT: GIMME A DRINK, JOE, AN' LET ME TELL YOU A STORY 'BOUT THE ROOTINEST, TOOTINEST, STRAIGHTEST SHOOTINEST COWPOKE EVER TO RIDE THE PECOS TRAIL! YOU SEE... WHEN HE MADE UP HIS MIND TO DO SOMETHIN', HE DIDN'T CHANGE EASY... AN' WHAT HE MADE UP HIS MIND TO DO WUZ... TO KILL A...

VARMINT!

BLAM! YAHOO!

PONK! PONK!

PONKAPLINK!

PONK!

KLUNK!

WHO DEALT THIS MESS?

SHE HAW HAW! PINK!

HOO!

PLINKAPLINK!

HAW HAW!

PLINKAPLINK!

BLAM!

MALAD-DAH LINE!

ROONK!

YAAAA!

POW!

YIYIYI!

BLONG-ABLONG

PLINK!
TEX! TEXTRON QUICKDRAW! YOU'VE COME BACK TO YUCCA-PUCCA GULCH... TO DO SUMTHIN'! AN' WHEN YOU MAKES UP YOUR MIND TO DO SUMTHIN', YOU DON'T CHANGE EASY! ONE Y'AR AGO, YORE BUDDY, MELVIN, WAS SHOT IN THE BACK BY SOME UNKNOWN VARMINT!

BEG PARDON, GENTS!

YEP, SADDLE-SORE!

ONE Y'AR AGO, YOU SET OUT ON THE PECOS TRAIL TO HUNT DOWN THAT VARMINT... AN' WHEN YOU MAKES UP YER MIND TO DO SUMTHIN', YOU DON'T CHANGE EASY! ONE Y'AR AGO YOU STRAPPED ON YER GUNS AND YOVED NOT TO TAKE 'EM OFF TILL YOU GOT THAT VARMINT. 'P-P EARS LIKE Y-YOU STILL G-GOT YORE GUNS S-S-STRAPPED ON!

BARTENDER! LEMME HAVE A GLASS OF...

...MILK!
I BEEN RIDIN', 'CAUSE WHEN I MAKES UP MUN MIND TO DO SOMETHIN', I DON'T CHANGE EASY! AN' I GOT MUN GUNS STRAPPED ON 'CAUSE WHEN I FIND THE VARMINT THAT SHOT MUN BUDDY, I'M GONNA GIVE 'IM THE SAME CHANCE HE GAVE MELVIN.

I BEEN RIDIN', 'CAUSE WHEN I MAKES UP MUN MIND TO DO SOMETHIN', I DON'T CHANGE EASY! I DUG THE BULLET OUTTA MELVIN A .48 SLUG WITH A TWISTY SCRATCH! I BEEN RIDIN' CROSS'T THE PECOS TRAIL FOLLOWING THE GUN THAT THAT THERE BULLET CUM FUM. AN'THE TRAIL BRING ME BACK H'AR! H'AR TO YUCCA-PUCCA GULCH!

I BEEN RIDIN', 'CAUSE WHEN I MAKES UP MUN MIND TO DO SOMETHIN', I DON'T CHANGE EASY! RIDIN' TILL I'M SADDLE-SORE. SADDLE-SORE! I BEEN FOLLOWING A .48 REVOLVER THAT MAKES A TWISTY SCRATCH! I BEEN FOLLOWING IT HERE TO THE MAN WHO OWNS IT! A MAN BY THE NAME OF KICKIMINABELLY KELLY!

HOWDY, STRANGER!

I'M... KICKIMINABELLY... KELLY!

KICKIMINABELLY KELLY!

HOO HAH! THE FASTEST DRAW WEST OF LAREDO, TEX. DON'T HAVE A CHANCE!

HE WUZ A NICE FELLER!

DUST OFF A PLOT ON BOOT-HILL BOYS, 'CAUSE I'M REACHIN' FOR MY GU...

BLAM!

BLAM!

BLAM!

BLUDABL-BLAM!

...N!
DID YOU SEE WHAT HE DONE?!

IN THE TIME IT TOOK KICKING INABELLY TO DRAW, TEX PUT DOWN HIS GLASS O'MILK, DREW HIS GUNS, FIRED, HOSTERED HIS GUNS AND PICKED UP HIS MILK!

YUH GOT ME, STRANGER!

BUT I... I DIDN'T DO IT! I DIDN'T KILL M-MELVIN! IT'S TRUE! I OWNED THAT 48 REVOLVER THAT MADE A TWISTY SCRATCH... BUT I DONE LOST IT IN A FARO GAME! I DONE LOST IT TO... TO...

LI-DE-OI-DOE... DEE-DEE-DI... TO... TO... TO... SLIPPERY S-SAM, THE GAMBLIN' M-MAN!

M-HUM-TE-TYUM! LA-LA-LOO... F LEE-LA-LOO!

UGH!

SLIPPERY SAM, THE GAMBLIN' MAN, EH?

HOLD ON, STRANJUH!

YOU LOOKS SLIPPERY, AN' YOU LOOKS SAM, AN' YOU LOOKS LIKE A GAMBLIN' MAN!

I BEEN RIDIN' CAUSE WHEN I MAKES UP MUH MIND...

NOW LOOKY HERE, BOY! TELL YOU WHAT I'M GONNA DEW! I DIDN'T KILL NO MELVIN, BOY! WHUT THE HECK I WANNA KILL MELVIN FOR?!

BLAM! BLAM!

BLAM! KA-BLAM!

BLAWOW! BLAM!
Yuh got me, stranger! That tiny little derringer pistol you had hidden under your finger nail didn't fool me one bit! Like I said... when I makes up muh mind to do somethin', I don't change easy!

Looky h'ar, Tex! In Slippery Sam, the gamblin' man's pocket! A bill o' sale! It says Slippery Sam sold that .48 revolver that made a twisty scratch to the pig-faced kid!

Wai... Go tell the pig-faced kid I be a-waitin' here fer him at sun-up!

Sun-up! I hear the clinkin' of a set o' spurs comin' up the silent street! The pig-faced kid... meanest killer in the west, is a-comin'!

Sun-up! I sees the hat of a tall hombre, over the swingin' doors! The pig-faced kid... the terror of Abilene an' all points north of the Rio... is a-comin'!

Sun-up! An' when I makes up muh mind to do somethin', I don't change easy. I think... even though I'm face to face with the pig-faced kid!
Wow! Wo hoppen? The pig-faced kid is in there with Tex an' afore this hyar's over, one man's a-goin' to be alive, an' other's goin' to be daid! Someone's coming out!

It's the pig-faced kid! The pig-faced kid's alive and Tex is daid! No, no!

Tex is alive and the pig-faced kid is daid! No! No! Shucks! We're all mixed up!

Tex! Tex, muh boy! You're alive! Hallelujah! You are alive! Come to yore ol' pal, saddle-sore, boy!

Cain't understand it, saddle-sore! I didn't see no .48 pistol that makes a twisty scratch on the pig-faced... on the... pig-faced...

A .48 pistol that makes a twisty scratch! Saddle-sore! I known you like a pappy, yew done raised me plum a colt an' taught me how tuh shoot an' ride! But when I makes up muh mind to do somethin' I don't change easy! Got any prayers to say, ol' man?

No-no, Tex, boy!
DON'T DO IT, BOY! I WUZN'T THE VARMINT WHO KILLED MELVIN!
BUT I DO KNOW WHO THE VARMINT WUZ! ALL THOSE YAR
WHILE YOU BEEN RIDIN', RIDIN', RIDIN',
I BEEN A-KEEPIN' THE SECRET IN MICH OLD LEATHERHEART, HEH. AN'
NOW, (SNIFF)... NOW I'M A-GONNA HAFTA TELL ALL (SNIFF)!

I WUZ THAR, THE NIGHT MELVIN WUZ KILLED! I WUZ THAR WHEN THIS
VARMINT CAME WALKIN', OUT OF THE NIGHT... IN HIS LONG JOHNS, CARRYIN', A
.48 THAT MADE A TWISTY SCRATCH, YUH SEE, THIS VARMINT WUZ WALKING
IN HIS SLEEP! AN' WHEN HE SHOT MELVIN, HE NEVER DONE KNEW WHAT HE DONE DONE 'CAUSE HE DONE WUZ ASLEEP ALL
THE TIME!

AND THE NAME OF THAT VARMINT...
The NAME OF THAT VARMINT WUZ PSSST SSSST!

WAAL... LIKE I SAID! WHEN I MAKES UP MUH MIND TO DO SOMETHIN', I
DON'T CHANGE EASY!

WHO WAS IT? WHO WAS THE VARMINT THAT KILLED MELVIN?
WHO DID TEX JUST SHOOT?
TELL US! WE'RE DYIN'!

PLINKA! PLUNK! PLINK!

YEP... THAT'S WHO IT WUZ WHO
KILLED MELVIN!
IT WUZ TEX HIMESELF!
AN WHEN HE MADE UP HIS MIND TO DO SOMETHIN', HE DIDN'T
CHANGE EASY!

GIMME A DRINK, JOE!
Super POWERFUL! Long Range

ONLY $3.00
NOT $10.00

FREE OF EXTRA COST TO YOU
A handsome SURPRISE FRIENDSHIP GIFT, given with every pair of
KLAROVIS. You'll be surprised and delighted. We do this to win you as
what you will always want—now yours at an unbelievably LOW PRICE—while they last!

SEND NO MONEY—Try at our risk!

Here's a LIFETIME BARGAIN for you! Compare with domestic
binoculars selling up to 10.00 for clarity, light weight and
rugged construction! Just look thru them once and you'll be con-
venced of their quality. You will be thrilled with the GERMAN
KLAROVIS lens that give you TERRIFIC MAGNIFICATION POWER.
A wide field of view and sharp, brilliant detail! Smooth SYN-
CHRONIZED centre focusing mechanism gives you quick, easy
adjustments. Light weight—easy to carry with you; yet they
are so STRONGLY made that it is virtually IMPOSSIBLE TO BREAK
them in normal use! Yes, this is what you have always wanted
now yours at an unbelievably LOW PRICE—while they last!

BIG SIZE—BIG POWER—BIG VALUE
Please do not confuse the KLAROVIS with crudely-made binocu-
lar claims 13 MILE RANGES! These are NEW and SO DIFFERENT,
made by GERMAN ARTISANS. You receive BIG POWER, BIG SIZE.
and a BIG, LIFETIME BARGAIN!

A LIFETIME OF THRILLS AWAITS YOU!
When you own this power-packed instrument, distances seem to
melt away—you always have a "ring-side" seat at boxing
matches, races, baseball or football. You get an intimate view
of nature, the sky at night, distant sunsets, birds and wild ani-
mal, distant boats, shore scenes, etc. You see what your
neighbors are doing (without being seen). Carry them with you
on hunting trips too!

FREE TRIAL OFFER—ENJOY AT OUR RISK!
We want to send you a pair of these super-power glasses for you
to examine and enjoy for ONE WHOLE WEEK—without obligation.

You take no chances. Test them yourself. Use them as you like. Compare them
to value and power with binoculars selling up to 10.00. Then YOU
be the JUDGE! If you're not thrilled, then return and get your MONEY BACK!
Don't send ONE PENNY—pay postman only 3.00 plus postage on arrival.
Do it today—WHILE SUPPLY LASTS. Don't miss this fun and thrills another
day. RUSH THE TRIAL COUPON RIGHT NOW!

MAIL COUPON FOR HOME TRIAL!
CONSUMER MIE, Dept. 38 K-134
131 West 33rd Street
New York 1, N.Y.

GENTLEMEN: Rush your guaranteed KLAROVIS Super Power Field
Classes for a whole week's home trial—FREE of obligation and your
SURPRISE FRIENDSHIP GIFT. I will pay postman 3.00 plus postage on
arrival. I shall examine them and use them for a whole week. If I
not satisfied with this thrilling bargain, I am to send my 3.00 back.
The surprise Friendship Gift is mine to keep even if I return the
KLAROVIS!

NAME: ___________________________
ADDRESS: _______________________
TOWN: __________________________
STATE: __________________________

☑ EXTRA SAVINGS FOR YOU! Send 3.00 cash, check or money order
with this coupon and we pay ALL POSTAGE costs. SAME MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!
You Can Win
This 15" tall SILVER TROPHY just as I did in
10 MINUTES
OF FUN
A DAY!

I GAINED
53 LBS.
OF SHAPELY
POWER-PACKED
MUSCLES!

Which of these
2 ME'S
is YOU?
That 112 LB.-6 FT.
SPINDLE
ARMED
-BISY
below
A FEW SHORT WEEKS AGO

NO! friend you
don't have to be
SKINNY any more
just mail
FREE
coupon below
as I did. Soon
YOU can add
6 1/2 inches to your CHEST
3 inches to each ARM
and the rest in proportion just as I did.

Come on, PAL, NOW
YOU GIVE ME
PLEASANT MINUTES A
DAY IN YOUR HOME... AND I'LL GIVE
YOU a NEW HE-MAN BODY
For Your OLD SKELETON FRAME.

George F. Jowett
World's Greatest Builder of HE-MEN.

George F. Jowett
"Champion of Champions!"
4 times Winner
Perfect Man Contest

NO! I don't care how skinny or flabby you are; if you're
a teen-ager, in your 20's or 30's or over; if you're
short or tall, or what work you do. All I want is JUST
10 EXCITING MINUTES in your home to MAKE YOU OVER
by the SAME METHOD I turned myself from a wrech
to a Champion of Champions.

ROGER HIRSCH
was a 112 lb. 6 ft. WEAKLING.
Look at him NOW—
A MOVIE-STAR HE-MAN
From Head to Toe
as YOU can be
soon!

YES! You'll see INCH upon INCH of MIGHTY MUSCLE added to
YOUR ARMS, Your CHEST deepened, Your BACK and
SHOULDERS broadened. From head to heels, you'll gain SOLIDITY,
SIZE, POWER, SPEED! You'll become an ALL-AROUND, ALL-AMERICAN
HE-MAN, A WINNER in everything you tackle—or my Training won't
cost you one solitary cent.

Develop YOUR 520 MUSCLES
Gain Pounds, INCHES, FAST!

Friend, I've traveled the world. Made a LIFETIME STUDY of every way
known to develop your body. Then I devised the BEST by TEST, my
"5-WAY PROGRESSIVE POWER" the only method that builds you 5-ways
fast. You save YEARS, DOLLARS like movie star Tom Tyler did. Like
champ Roger Hirsch did. Like MANY THOUSANDS like you did. SO Mail
coupon NOW!

MAIL COUPON IN TIME FOR FREE OFFER!
HOW TO FIX ANY PART OF ANY CAR

USED BY U.S. ARMED FORCES

IGNITION  STEERING GEAR  BODY WORK  REAR END
OIL FILTER  GENERATOR  SHOCK ABSORBERS  WHEEL ALIGNMENT
CARBURATOR  DISTRIBUTOR  UNIVERSAL  AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
BRAKES  CLUTCH

QUICKLY... EASILY... RIGHT!

NOW—Whether You're a Beginner or an Expert Mechanic—You Can "Breeze Through" ANY AUTO REPAIR JOB!
MOTOR'S BIG BRAND-NEW AUTO REPAIR MANUAL Shows You HOW—with 2400 PICTURES AND SIMPLE STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS.

COVERS EVERY JOB ON EVERY CAR BUILT FROM 1935 THRU 1952

YES, it's easy as A-B-C to do any "fix-it" job on any car whether it's a simple carburetor adjustment or a complete overhaul. Just look up the job in the index of MOTOR'S New AUTO REPAIR MANUAL. Turn to pages covering job. Follow the clear, illustrated step-by-step instructions. Presto—the job is done!

No guesswork! MOTOR'S Manual takes nothing for granted. Tells you where to start. What tools to use. Then it leads you easily and quickly through the entire operation!

Over TWO THOUSAND Pictures! So Complete, So Simple, You CAN'T Go Wrong!

NEW REVISED 1952 Edition covers everything you need to know to repair 851 car models. 780 giant pages, 2400 "This-Is-How" pictures. Over 200 "Quick-Check" charts—more than 38,000 essential repair specifications. Over 225,000 service and repair facts. Instructions and pictures are so clear you can't go wrong!

Even a green beginner mechanic can do a good job with this giant manual before him. And if you're a top-notch mechanic, you'll find short-cuts that will amaze you. No wonder this guide is used by the U.S. Army and Navy! No wonder hundreds of thousands of men call it the "Auto Repair Man's Bible!"

FREE 7-DAY TRIAL

Mail Coupon Now for Free 7-Day Trial

MOTOR BOOK DEPT.
Desk 79-K, 250 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

RETURN and Pay Nothing If Not Satisfied!

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR 7-DAY FREE TRIAL

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY  STATE

PRINT NAME, AGE... ADDRESS...

MOTOR'S NEW AUTO REPAIR MANUAL, if O.K., I will return book in 7 days (plus 5c delivery charge.) 2c monthly for 2 months and final payment of 5c one month after that. Otherwise I will return the book postpaid in 7 days. (Foreign, please remit 5c cash with order.)

MOTOR'S NEW TRUCK & TRACTOR REPAIR MANUAL, if O.K., I will remit 83c in 7 days, and 8c monthly for 3 months, plus 5c delivery charges with final payment. Otherwise I will return book postpaid in 7 days. (Foreign, please remit 8c cash with order.)